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　　The aim of this paper is to show the following
Theorem　がαｏ噸αｄＱｎ･?ed homogeneous瓦ahler maniかId CM, gし)iｓｏｆ
nonnegative curvα治だ, then　it is ｇ Kdhlerian diだct product ofαflat complex
tｏｒｕｓ(T,^ o) and a Hermitian symmetric spα９・/ compact印加(Ｍ'，ｇ'); (M,が)２
(Ｔ．　go)×(Ｍ≒ｇ’)。
　　Here, a Kahler manifold (M, g) is called homogeneous if the isometry group
ICM, g) acts on M transitively。And ａ Kahier manifold is said to be of ｎｏｎ･
negative curvature when　the sectional curvature K^ is nonnegative for any plane
section cf。
　　Hermitian symmetric spaces of compact type give typical examples for ｃｏｍ･
pact Kahler manifolds of nonnegative curvature (Helgason[2])。
　　For a Kahler manifold (屁が), the hoiomorphic bisectional curvature jな,。for
holomorpliic plane sections ぴand ７ is defined by
　　　萬,。＝ｇ(ＲＣＸ，　IX)IY, Y), a = X∧IX, r=r∧lY，　ｇ(Ｘ，Ｘ)＝ｇ(ｙ，ｙ)＝1，
where ji? is the curvature tensor and 7 is the complex structure (Kobayashi and
Ｎｏｍｉｚｕ[5])。sｉｎｃｅｇ(取ぷ/X)/K ｙ)＝ｇ(玖ぶY)Y,X)十g(R(X,iｒ)IY,X), the
holomorphic bisectional curvature j刄,ｒis written by ａ sum of two sectional curva-
tures up to nonnegative constant factors. Thus, if a Kahler manifold　is of ｎｏｎ･
negative curvature･then the holomorphic bisectionai curvature Ha‘,ｒis also non-
negative for any holomorphic plane sections (7 and 気
　　From ａ theorem of Matsushima [6], a compact connected homogeneous Kahler
manifold (M,が)is ａ Kahlerian direct product of ａ flat complex torus (Ｔ,＆))ａｎｄａ
Kahler (ンsｐａｃｅ(Ｍ≒g'y> CM,が)２(Ｔ，ｇｏ)×(Ｍ≒ｇ’)，ｗheｒｅａ Kahler C-space is
by definition ａ compact simply connected homogenous Kahler manifold.
　　If the compact connected homogeneous Kahler manifold (屁が)is of nonnega-
tive curvature, so is the Kahler C-space (Ｍ≒ｇ’)。Therefore, Theorem is a direct
conclusion of the following proposition。
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Proposition　// a Kahler C一顛ぽe is of nonnegative curvature, then it is a
jとかrmitiansymmetrだ顛ぼe of compact印加｡
　　Before we give ａ proof of Proposition,we will summarize structure ofａ Kahler
C-space and geometrical concepts（ａｎinvariant Kahler metric, connection and curva-
ture tensor) from Lie group theoreticalpoint of view (Wang［7], Itoh［4］ｙ
　　1. structure of Kahler ひspace
　　Ｌｅt(顛が)ｂｅ ａ Kahler C-space. Then Ｍ is described as 舒＝Ｇノ瓦＝ＧノＬ，
where G24 is ａ compact connected semisimple subgroup of 7(顛ず)，Ｇ ａ connected
complex semisimple Lie group which contains Gti as its maximal compact subgroup,
£ａ connected closed parabolic subgroup of Ｇ and K=Gu∩ム
　　Conversely, given ａ connected complex semisimple Lie group Ｇ and its connect-
ed closed parabolic subgroup £，ａcoset space GIL has structure of ａ Kahler (ンspace。
　　We will give ａ full　detail of structure　of　ａ Kahler C-space。　Let 6 and りbe
ａ complex semisimple　Lie algebra and ａ Cartan subalgebra of g. The set of all
nonzero roots with respect to (9，!))is denoted by ∠|。iJ-(a'i,…,印} (/=dimcl}=rankg)
represents a fundamental root system of ∠i. Any root is ａ linear combination of
ai, i = l,…, /, over Ｚ;　∠|⊂Ｚ販十…十Zai. The lexicographic order is defined in
Za,+…十Zai with respect to 爪　か(ｏｒ∠に) denotes the set of positive (ｏｒnegative)
roots。We fix ａ basis m, Eぷj＝1，…, /,aeJ} of g，called Weyl's canonical basis;
namely, {Hiﾀﾞ゛゜ﾀ　Hi)is ａ basis of りand each £。is ａ root vector for ａ root a such
that召(瓦劫)＝匈(瓦)foｒ j=h…ｊ， and for any 召妁，召(Ｅ。Ｅ_ａ)＝－1 for a∈♪
ａｎｄ[jE1，烏]＝j‰,β£α士βパ‰,β＝＝Ａ/辿,_βeR,where B is the Killing form of 9.
　　Choose an arbitrary subset の(≠φ)of the fundamental root system 爪Ｗｅ







whereよ‘(<;p)＝恒＝Σ坦坦jE♪‾１　ｍｉ＞O　for some ａｊｄ)}。Since ｌ contains　ａ Borel
　　　　　　　　　　　j゛1
subalgebra of n岫＋ΣCEa, and召＼QuxQu is negative definite, f is ａ parabolic ｓｕb｡
　　　　　　　　　　　　αＵ-
algebra of ｇ and 恥iｓ ａ compact real form of 9.
　　　Let Ｇ be ａ simply connected complex semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra 9.
Let L, Gu and K be connected closed subgroups of Ｇ corresponding to subalgebras
r，恥ａｎｄ! = ingM respectively。Then the imbedding Gl⊂G induces the indentification
Ｇ。IK＝ＧＩＬand hence the coset space ＧｕIKhas　structure of ａ compact simply
connected homogeneous complex manifold。
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　　It is shown that the spａｃｅ　ＧＪＫadmits a Kahler metric ｇ which is invariant
under Ｇ。Then the Kahler manifold （ＧｕfK，ｇ.) constructed from such ａ pair（9，の）
is ａ Kahler C-space.　We call it α五節Z訂Ｃ一顧ace associated with (a,のｙ
It is known that any parabolic subalgebra of gis conjugate with い‰j涵（ｓ）Ｃ瓦
forａ certan Cartan subalgebra ｂ and ａ certain subset § of II。Therefore, any
Kahler C-space CM, g) can be written as a Kahler C-space (Gu/K,が) associated
with an appropriate pair (9，の)。
　　Note that the second Betti number み2 of a Kahler C-space associated with a
pair (g,の)iｓ equal to 騨。
　　If we set ｍ＝　Σ{CR(E。十万-。)+i2ソごi(£U一万'_Q,)}, then fl≪has ａ reductive
　　　　　　　　aeJ*(0)decomposition, namely
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　恥＝f＋ｍ，ど?(t)ｍ⊂nt.
We identify ｍ with the tangent space at the origin of ＧＪＫ。　The G≪-invariant
complex structure７ on the Kahler C-space (ＧＪＫ，ｇ)satisfieson ｍ
　　　　　　　　　　　　７(瓦十良。)＝ソこi(瓦－£。)，
　　　　　　　　　　　7(ダニ‾i(瓦一良。))＝－(瓦＋£。)。





Any Gm-invariant Kahler metric ｇ can be written at the origin as
ｇ ＝　Σ　cαωぼ゜ωｉ
　αe？(１)
whereらis ａ positive number for each αEjぺの)，ら士β= Ca + Cβfor a,β,α十βe∠μ(の)
ａｎｄら±７=Cce for a, a十γEjベタ)，γ∈∠μ－∠μ(の), andω“(ｏｒ(一)iｓ the dual of £α(ｏ『
£-。』。
　　We define ａ linear operator ｊ， called ａ connection function associated with the
invariant Riemannian connection F(|ｱｇ＝O，71＝O)ａｓ follows
　　　　　　　　　　　A(,X)Y=l!2[瓦ｙ]。c＋び(X, Y), X Yem^,
where[瓦ｙ]mC is the ni^-part of [Ｘ，ｙ]ａｎｄびis ａ symmetric bilinear mapping
of m^ X mC to ｍｃ defined by
　　　　　　ｇ(び(Ｘ，ｙ)，Ｚ)＝ｇ([Ｚ,Ｘ]。ｃ,ｙ)＋ｇ(瓦(Ｚ，ｙhc)，Ｘ，ｙ;ZEmc。
　　The curvature tensor R at the origin is described in the following way
　　　R(X, Y)Z=[ｊ(Ｘ)，ｊ(ｙ)]Z-A([瓦ｙ]。ｃ)Ｚ－[[Ｘ,ｙ]tc Z], X Y, ZemC
４
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where |C is the complex ification of　rａｎｄ[ヱｙ]tc denotes the　!C-part　of[Ｘ，ｙ]。
　　The metric g, the connection function ｊ and the curvature tensor R are ｃｏｎ‘
sidered as ones extended over complex numbers。
　　The holomorphic bisectiona!　curvature　H,,r　for holomorphic plane sections
(ｱ＝Ｘ∧7ｘ and ７＝ｙ∧7ｙ at the origin is given as
IＩ（ｒ，Ｔ＝ｊ回回ｼjｼ1策否，ｚ＝古(ｘ－ソニ‾μｘ)， ｗ＝古(ｙ－ソニＴ崖)。
　　In order to verify Propositionitis sufficientto study the holomorphic bisectional
curvature for a Kahler （ンspace of Betti number み2＝1from the consideration stated
later on（§2）。
　　Henceforth, a Kahler C-space is assumed to be associated with a pair (g,≪0.




４＋(池)＝{α＝Σ助α,gJ+; mi=k), A=l, 2,…
n竹＝ｎ穆1＋ｎ標２＋ｍ゛３＋…；　ｍ４＝　Σ　(Ｓα，ゐ＝1，2,…。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　αe4(αi)
iant Kahler metric ｇ and the connection function ｊ s;
　　　　　　　ｇ＝ｃΣゐ　Σ　ω゛・ωｉ，ｃ≫０
　　　　　　　　　　ゐ　αｄ与(αi)




　　2. Proof of Proposition。
　　Let (.M,g) be a Kahler C-space which satisfies 瓦･。･≧O for any holomorphic
plane sections （y and ｒ.　Since M is simply connected, we obtain the following de
Rham decomposition; （佩が）回（Ｍt，91）×…×iMr, gr) as a Kahlerian direct product.
Each factor space （Mj， Si）iｓan irreducible Kahier C-space。It also satisfies Ha-.t≧0
for o and ｒ。 Since the Betti number &2 is equal to l for ａ compact connected irre-
ducible Kahler manifold of nonnegative holomorphic bisectional curvature (Itoh
[3]), each (Mi， gj）iｓ a Kahler C-space of 62 = 1- Therefore, it is associated with
Cq, aO, where g is complex semisimple and m is a fundamental root。g is
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decomposed into the sum of simple　ideals;　0＝91＋…＋ns。Since哨is a funda･
mental root for some Qk, the parabolic subaigebra　ｌ associated with 哨is written
as　I= 9i＋92十‥･十〇に1十晦十〇ｈ.1十‥･十〇s,where lん　is　ａ　parabolic　subalgebra　asso-
elated with ai in Qk. Hence, we may assume that each factor (Mj， gi)iｓ a Kahler
(ンspace associated with a pair (g,αi), where g is complex simple and 哨iｓ a
fundamental ｒｏｏt。
　　From this fact, it suffices for proving Proposition to show the following assertion。
ASSEETION　£ｄ(顛が)＆α石油Zgひspace associated面詰αpair (g, ai),
ｇみｍリりs complex simple a?αパsα/回心回??ｇ此　が(屁が)ｇだがes
瓦･,1.≧OかΓany oα?T, then CM, g) is a Hermitianり,斑斑ｄ,･必幼αce of com･
卸ｃt tｙｔｅ.
　　Complex simple Lie algebras are fully classified. Algebras of type A, B, a D,
Ｅ，Ｆ　ａnd Ｇ exhaust thoroughly complex simple algebras。For all notations and
basic concepts with respect to root systems of type Ａ，Ｂ，Ｃ，　Ｄ，Ｅ Ｆ ａnd Ｇ that will
be used without comment, we refer to Bourbaki [11.
　　Ａ pair (9，α0 is called 抑詐1αΓif it is one of the following;
　　　　　　　　(Ai, aOlぷ£1･(茄･哨)i=lJ･(Ci，ai)仙＝1,1･(鳥･哨)悩1,に1,b
　　　　　　　　(瓦,哨)悩1,6，(尽，吟)ａｎｄ(G2,α1).
　　A Kahler (ンspace of ｂ２１＝1is Hermitian symmetric if and only if it is associated
with a regular pair (Itoh[4])。Symmetric spaces of compact type have ｎｏｎ･
negative sectional curvature ([2工).　Therefore, in order to establish Assertion, it
suffices to show that any Kahler (ンspace associated with ａ pair which is not regular
has strictly negative holomorphic bisectional curvature。
　　Before proving this statement, we show the following lemma。
Lemma£ｄ(顛が)be　ａ ＫａｋｌｅｒC-space associα1?面詰αμ沁･(9，Ｑ)｡　1/ theｒｅ
exist roots a,βＥｊｊ(αi)ｓtickthat ａ十βｄα?ａ－β$i, then Hff。｡くＯかむ7＝Ｘ八IX，
r=y∧7ｙ where ｘ＝瓦冲Ｅ＿。, Y=Eβ十Ｅ-Ｂ.
Proof of Lemma　　Since ｇ(Ｅｑ！＞Ｅ-Ｑ！)＝ｇ(Ｅｓ，Ｅ-β)＝ε，以ｒ,。iswritten as
　　　　瓦･,rふﾊﾞｇ([ｊ(瓦)，ｊ(£-。,)]ＥｒＥ-β)－ｇ(ｊ([Eoc,E-cC]。c)Ｅｂ，Ｅ｡｡β)
　　　　　　　　－ｇ([[ＥｏｎＥ-ａ；]tc，恥]，£-β)}.
Ａｓ[Ｆ 　Ｆ]e:^ and ｊ(Ｅ_α)尽＝[Ｅ＿α，Ｅβ]に＝0，jﾐな,。isequal to -か{－ｇ(ｊ(£。)




　　Since the adjoint representation is skew-symmetric with respect to the Killing
form B, we have
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　■H"(r,r="~-7しH[Ｅα，Ｅｓ]ツくo，
where ＼＼Z＼＼b^denotes 一斑Z, Z) for Zea
　　To verify Assertion we show the existence of roots a andβwhich satisfy the

















　　α＋β＝α1＋‥･十哨-1＋2印十‥･＋2昨｡2十ai-i + ai^A, i≪i~2,










　　β゜at+az十ぴ3＋2α'4 + 2ff5+ O's≫
　　α＋β＝α1十α2＋2α3＋2α4＋2α5＋α6∈∠1，

































































Remark　Observing the process of verificationfor Proposition, we　can replace the
assumption of nonnegative curvature in Theorem by assumption that the Kahler
manifold is of nonnegative holomorphic bisectionaicurvature。
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